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Ki-Thetze
Through its various laws and edicts, the Torah instils within
us basic human virtues for our benefit and for the benefit of
society at large. Quite often, however, a conflict ensuesbetween
one's personal needs and those of the community. A choice
must be made. How does the Torah respond to this issue?
The Torah-true perspective is expressedin the precept of
Shiluach-Hakan ("sending away the bird,,), outlined in our
Sidrah. The rule is that if one comes across a bird,s nest he
may not take the mother bird with her fledglings. Rather-,,you
shall send away the mother and the children take unto vourself." I
The Midras.h presents a beautiful comment:2
"What reward will be given for observing this Commandment? If you have no children, you will bearchildren {ahomiletical play on words-"and the children take unto yourself,,Maharzavl. If you observe this Mitzvah you will hasten the
coming oI Moshiach and the arrival of Elijah the prophet, by
whom "sending" is written,3 ,,Behold,I send unto you Elijah
the Prophet;" andhe will come and consoleyou, ,,And he shall
retum the heart of the parents upon-and through-the children."
Certainly, one may ask, why such profound reward for what
appearsas such a simplistic observance?
Avnei Azel, in a practical and timely explanation, conveys
the powerful effect of this Biblical mandate:
The root of all evil in the world-in the lack of proper education, laxity in Divine service and human relationship-is
egotism. The letter "I", the smallets word in the alphabet,can
elso be the most troublesome. Basically, the human being is
selfish, conceited and concerned only with his own welfare.
And, as we readily see, one is hardly ready to give up his
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personal motives and aspirations for the benefit of the Kial
the community. Going a step further, one's egotistical character
may even prevent him from abdicating his own desire for the
sake of a higher ideal in life or for greater spiritual elevation.
Hence, egotism builds upon materialism, mundane endeavors
and hedonistic pleasures, with the resulting blockage of higher
and more refined goals.
The following example illustrates this point:
The greatest blessing for parents is children. And, obviously,
every parent wants the greatest amount of |ewish pride and
Nachas from their son and/or daughter. The only method,
however, for ensuring such nachas is by providing the child
with an authentic [ewish education from the earliest youth.
This educational endeavor is a proven method for reaping the
ioy and everlasting identity from one's offspring. Yet, based on
a selfish motive of money and financial consideration, many a
parent will forego grvint the child a Torah education. Unfortunately, this egotistical attitude and the temporary monetary
saving often results in the loss of their children from the fewish
community; indeed, a tragic authenticated fact on the American scene.Thus, the personal benefit supersedesthe communal
loss.
In general, as our Sagesdeclare,4an ulterior motive of honor
or material gain usually sets into motion all kinds of dissension,
hatred jealousy and similar adverse effects which abound
throughout the world. If, however, the human being was able
to forego persond benefit for the sake of a higher ideal or goal,
the world would then enter a trule utopian state. This would
include the best Torah education for the children, together with
a wholesome social and spiritual milieu; in essence,mankind
would be fully redeemed from all its ills.
This primary lesson in human character traits is openly
manifest in the precept of "sending the bird." In catching the
mother bird, she is totally at the mercy of the hunter, who
would like to take it for his personal benefit. The Torah, however, instructs him to send away the mother bird, for the sake
of the KIaI, so that she could produce more birds and thereby
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save the species from becoming extinct. Sending
the bird be_
nefits society; retaining it benefits the individual.
When "I', and,,We,, come together in conflicting
terms, the
individual is taught to overrook his egotistical
desires for the
welfare of the community. The observance_and
study_of
Shiluach Hakan conditions us to incorporate
this noble
perspective within ourselves at all times.
The consequential
reward follows a natural outcome: The parent_concemed
with
the identity of his family and Klal yisroel-will enthusiarti"Jiy
provide the son or daughter with a solid
fewish
tii,
being the key to our survival and the speedy"drr""tiorr,
advent oi orr
Righteous Moshiach.
FOOTNOTES
l.Devoirr,22:7
2, Devorim Rabba6:6, Z
3, Malachi 3:23-24
4, Avos 4:21
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